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Print on Demand *****.lady Channice was waiting for her son to
come in from the garden. The afternoon was growing late, but
she had not sat down to the table, though tea was ready and the
kettle sent out a narrow banner of steam. Walking up and down
the long room she paused now and then to look at the bowls
and vases of roses placed about it, now and then to look out of
the windows, and finally at the last window she stopped to watch
Augustine advancing over the lawn towards the house. It was a
grey stone house, low and solid, its bareness unalleviated by any
grace of ornament or structure, and its two long rows of
windows gazed out resignedly at a tame prospect. The stretch of
lawn sloped to a sunken stone wall; beyond the wall a stream
ran sluggishly in a ditch-like channel; on the left the grounds
were shut in by a sycamore wood, and beyond were flat
meadows crossed in the distance by lines of tree-bordered
roads. It was a peaceful, if not...
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R eviews
This is the best pdf i have got go through until now. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
publication from my i and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- Ar ya nna Sa uer
The publication is great and fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Linnie K ling
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